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Data and Connectivity National Core Study:
Supporting COVID-19 response with research data infrastructure
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Collecting and 
analysing data to 

understand incidence 
and prevalence 
broadly and in 

different settings in 
order to inform 

response measures.

Understanding the 
impact of Covid-19 on 

long term health 
(including long covid) 
to inform the design 
of mitigating policies.

Establishing infrastructure to run 
large scale trials for Covid-19 drugs 

and vaccines without disrupting 
trials for other diseases.

Taking samples to aid 
understanding of 

transmission of the 
disease in workplace, 
transport and public 

places.

Understanding 
serology as a useable 
predictor of immunity 

against Covid.

Data and Connectivity 
Professor Andrew Morris (HDR UK in partnership ONS)

Making UK-wide health and administrative data available for linkage and accessible to catalyse COVID-19 research.



Data and Connectivity National Core Study
Core aims: “Data as Infrastructure”

1
Map the Data for national data science
driven research efforts related to COVID-
19 and National Core Studies 

2
Accelerate access to UK-wide 
priority data relevant to COVID-19 
for research

3
Address important questions by 
leveraging the UK’s health data science 
capability

• Support the response across the four nations
• Involve patients and the public to demonstrate 

trustworthiness
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HDR Innovation Gateway – ‘one stop shop’ for data access
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“Really impressed with this 
resource. I think as a gateway 
to search by data type and 
indication, it’s a really 
powerful tool.“
David Leather, GSK

Building the “Gateway” to Findable Accessible Interoperable and Reusable (FAIR) datasets,
tools and resources

https://www.healthdatagateway.org/

95 NCS datasets now 
discoverable and accessible 

https://www.healthdatagateway.org/


The Gateway provides a common, transparent approach to data 
access management based around the Five Safes framework
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Enabling secure access via national network of Trusted Research Environments

•Trusted Research Environments (TREs), also known 
as ‘Data Safe Havens’, are highly secure spaces for 
researchers to access sensitive data.

•They are based on the idea that researchers should 
access and use data within a single secure 
environment.

•TREs have multiple layers of security and 
safeguards in place, designed to minimise the risk of 
anyone’s data being misused.

•Multiple examples of TREs operating successfully in 
this way, both for healthcare data and other 
potentially sensitive data
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Working with patients and the public…

Ensuring transparency 
throughout

Working with us on challenging 
and complex issues that may 

affect public trust

Planning and measuring patient and public involvement 
and engagement impact

Informing key decision 
making

Improving communication 
to ensure it is engaging, 

accessible and meets the 
needs of the public

Working together, we want to ensure the patient and public voice influences and shapes our work in “Data 
and Connectivity” through
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Data & Connectivity NCS: progress so far..
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NCS Data Assets

• 95 datasets now made FAIR including
- Viral sequencing
- Vaccination
- Census data linked to GP and hospital data
- Geospatial, socioeconomic data

Enhancing and improving user experience 

• Streamlined Data Access Request process by 

- Implementing a new standardised form across 
providers

- Testing new platform-approval models of access

- Piloting a unified 4-nations governance processDeveloping cross-TRE innovation

• Implementing a Cohort Discovery tool for 
all NCS datasets (in partnership with CO 
CONNECT)

https://www.healthdatagateway.org/about/cohort-discovery
https://co-connect.ac.uk/




Priorities to end of  March 2023 (and beyond!)

Addressing high priority areas of unmet data need:

Outbreak Data Analysis Platform (ODAP)– progress linking outbreak data from ISARIC4C, COG-UK, GenOMMIC,
PHOSP, ICNARC, clinical records, research studies. Finalising single panel, multi custodian, proportionate and
robust data access Governance process. Vision is to create single UK-wide capability for pandemic data science in
partnership with PHAs

Enabling, rapid, regional linked acute admissions data flows for research: currently available national data feeds
are dated (up to a 6-week time delay), do not include people still in hospital, and lack diagnostic granularity. This is
a gap in the UK health data research ecosystem – collaborating with 9 UK wide regions to implement regional
linked feeds and scale up across the UK

Further streamline data access at both researcher and custodian to custodian level

Secure legacy of the national network of TRE data infrastructures and NCS curated data assets
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